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Natural Order
Bringing an antebellum Virginia landscape into the twenty-first century

WRITTEN BY Logan Ward   PHOTOGRAPHS BY Patricia Lyons
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A wide expanse of barley leads to the entrance of Wharton Place, in Tidewater Virginia. Opposite: Boxwood topiaries echo 
Federalist-style woodwork inside the house.
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F if her heir couldn’t maintain the property, 
Wharton Place should pass to someone 
else. Determined to strike the right balance 
between architecture and landscape, past 
and present, Graham called on Callaway.

The result is a series of gardens from dif-
ferent eras of the home’s history, divided by 
a long brick path that leads to the imposing 
facade of the main house like a toothpick 
through a martini olive, along an east-west 
axis. At the far eastern end, shaded by wild 
cedars, sits a reproduction of a wooden 

From left: Homeowner John Graham with his black Lab, Noir,  in the west formal garden; scenic seating. Opposite: A newly planted 
garden filled with varieties Graham found listed on an old bill of sale.

FORMER WALL STREET BANKER AND VIRGINIA NATIVE JOHN GRAHAM 
would never have found Wharton Place had he not bypassed the rush-hour hell 
of I-95 on a trip from New York by driving south through the Eastern Shore. 
There, on an oak-shaded hilltop overlooking the Atlantic in Tidewater Virgin- 
ia, Graham found his heaven.

Like any two-hundred-year-old property, Wharton Place needed attention. 
But instead of turning indoors, Graham, who learned the importance of reviv-
ing historic gardens from longtime friend and Southern landscape designer 
Chip Callaway, looked to restore the landscape first. He wanted to anchor the 
imposing Federal estate to its one hundred acres of forest, farmland, and over-
grown gardens. And although Graham was not related to the original owner, 
he felt the weight of the matriarch’s dying wishes, gleaned from her will, that 
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bench originally found at a nearby planta-
tion called Almodington. To stroll west from 
there is to journey through time, begin-
ning with Callaway’s interpretation of an 
early nineteenth-century allée of dogwood, 
quince, and other woody ornamentals; pass-
ing through a restored 1930s formal garden 
behind the house; and ending in a twenty- 
first-century garden filled with antique 
roses, lilies of the valley, and irises, a memo-
rial to Graham’s beloved parents. Among the 
irises are meandering clam-shell footpaths 
whose curves mimic the dogwood-blossom 

shape of the fanlight above the home’s front 
door. You might say it’s the perfect detail, 
except that when it comes to gardens, 
Graham doesn’t believe in perfection.

“There’s this very formal outline, but 
a big oak tree interrupts one of the dog-
wood petals,” he explains. “It’s not going 
to move for me. If you are going to impose 
order and install a garden, it’s important to 
allow nature to jostle the rhythm in order 
to reassert itself.” Hence, in the allée, he 
insisted on order but not symmetry, and in 
the surrounding fields, he left shaggy rows of 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing 
elit. Nulla sollicitudin dapibus pede. Phasellus 
egestas felis quis ligula. Donec vitae  igula. Ut vitae 
pede. Quisque sem. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in 
faucibus orci luctus et

Welcome wanderers to your garden while  
minimizing maintenance by using an age-old trait of large estates: Let 

fields or pastures of flowy grasses go natural, then entice exploration with a 
narrow, tightly mown path. Slice through the shaggier plantings of quince,  

dogwood, and evergreens with a hardscape walkway.

cedars and pines that had grown from seeds 
broadcast by birds perched on sheep fences. 

Callaway applauds Graham’s approach. 
“A lot of people restoring houses want to 
restore gardens to a particular period, but 
when a house has been there two hundred 
years, it has gone through a lot of periods,” 
the designer says. “It’s nice to see a garden 
that’s intentionally dynamic. It shows that 
the stewardship of a garden can go forward.” 

“This house was here long before I was 
ever a thought,” Graham says, “and I hope 
it will be here long after I’m gone.”  G

Expert Advice
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A view from the widow’s walk 
of the main house. Opposite: 
A Sarah Bernhardt peony; a 
circa-1930s bench found on the 
property during restoration.


